
Stopping the small boats

Yesterday the Prime Minister committed himself and the government to ending
illegal migration across the Channel, announcing a series of administrative
measures and proposing a stronger law in January.

Knowing the importance of this issue to many readers I reproduce below a
summary of the government’s proposals in their words for your information and
comments.

• Over 40,000 people have illegally crossed the Channel in small boats this year,
putting pressure on local public services. Many originate from safe countries and
travel through safe countries. That is unfair on those who come here legally,
unfair on those who have a genuine asylum claim – and unfair on the British
people who play by the rules. 
• The Prime Minister has prioritised this issue since he took office: he has
delivered the largest ever small boats deal with France which increases UK-funded
patrols by 40 per cent, re-established the Calais Group of Northern European
nations to disrupt traffickers, and set a long-term ambition for a UK-EU wide
agreement on migration.
• But we need to go much further. Today, the Prime Minister and Home Secretary
are setting out five new steps:
    - A new agreement with Albania so that the vast majority of Albanian
claimants can be removed – with weekly flights until all Albanians in our backlog
are sent home.
    - A new, permanent, unified Small Boats Operational Command in the channel
with 700 new staff
    - Tougher immigration enforcement with 200 new staff and better data sharing
with banks
    - Cheaper accommodation sites so we can move migrants out of expensive hotels
    - Clear the initial asylum backlog by 2023 by doubling the number of
caseworkers and radically streamlining the process
• However, we will go further still to solve this problem once and for all: early
next year we will introduce new legislation to make it clear that if you enter
the UK illegally you should not be able to remain – but should be swiftly
detained and removed.
• By taking these steps, we will be tough but fair, tackle illegal migration –
and stop the boats.

Debate on housing numbers

I joined in the limited time debate today on housing numbers and the
Levelling-up Bill. In advance of this final Commons  Report stage I worked
successfully  with MPs Theresa Villiers and  Bob Seely and others to persuade
the government to remove mandatory top down targets for housing numbers, and
to allow more flexibility for Councils in drawing up their local plans over
how many new homes are sustainable and realistic. We also secured a promise
to end the ability of developers to game the system by  getting additional
planning permissions for extra houses outside the approved areas in plans. I
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reinforced these issues briefly during the debate and am glad collectively we
have been able to  gain new opportunities for Wokingham – and West Berkshire
– to draw up a new local plan with a better balance between new building and
protecting farmland and green spaces.

Managing the Public Sector – My
Article for Conservative Home

Labour lost office in 1979,when it lost control of the public sector. It’s
own trade Union friends and supporters created a winter of discontent, with
rubbish piled in the streets and the dead going unburied. The party had
unleashed a rapid inflation it could not control. Workers were fed up with
pay controls and with the squeeze on living standards they were experiencing.
In those days Ministers were to blame for the price rises and the pay policy.

The government  thinks today is different. They say an independent Central
Bank and the outbreak of a European war have brought on the inflation. The
public services are these days largely run by independent boards with
professional management. It is their job to get on with the employees, settle
the pay and raise the productivity to help pay for it.

There are two main problems for the government. The first is these
independent bodies are handling things badly. The Board of NHS England has
received huge increases in funding from Ministers only to deliver the biggest
ever backlog and problems for many patients in getting access to a GP or
hospital appointment. The  six senior managers there earning well over
£200,000 each do not appear on the media to make the case for their pay and
staffing proposals.  What is their plan to recruit and retain the staff they
need? Where is the long awaited manpower plan?

The Bank of England created excess money and held interest rates too low for
too long, ending with an inflation rate five times its target and five times
the level in China, a country also facing high energy prices from the war.
The  railways effectively nationalised by the need to subsidise empty trains
over covid has gone on losing vast sums and now expects a pay rise on the
taxpayers. Where are the productivity raising plans and the more popular
timetables?

The second problem is the public expects Ministers to sort these things out.
After all they appoint the key players that run these bodies. They can take
them back under Ministerial control if they are not working. Weak poll
ratings are saying to Ministers “Get a grip”. Deliver better service for an
affordable tax bill. The NHS has received record levels of funding in the
last three years and has presided over wasteful PPE contracts, underused
contracts to access private hospitals and the cost of setting up and shutting
down the Nightingales.
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The problem is magnified by the poor performance of lots of branches of
central government directly under Ministerial control. There  has been a
collapse of productivity in processing asylum applications. There  are delays
in getting probate approvals and in passport renewals. The civil service is
good at delaying implementation of Ministerial decisions they do not like .
They often offer advice to keep the UK fully aligned with the EU and to give
in to the forces of the global soft left.

So what should the government do? There is no simple legislative solution.
Wrestling changes of law through to force public sector employees to give up
rights to strike may harden disputes. The delay in doing so makes it
impossible for this to work for this December’s struggles. There was plenty
of spare Parliamentary time if Ministers had wanted a new strike law this
month. What the government needs to do is to mentor and encourage their chief
executives to find ways of raising productivity and negotiating something for
something settlements. If they cannot they need to replace chief executives
who cannot manage their services.

The revelation of just how few asylum cases Home Office officials process
compared to past levels shows how in some cases we are talking about a
productivity collapse. What are the figures for probate cases, for issuing
passports and the rest where there are backlogs? Do we need incentive pay?
More staff? The senior managers should be organising the answers. Ministers
clearly want a better service with backlogs cleared and should authorise and
switch resources to do so.

Improvement should  be easiest on the railways. There is no case for giving
train drivers paid well over average pay a large rise without action to
improve working practices. Given the collapse of five day a week commuting
and rise of on line home working the railway no longer has the same capacity
to harm the economy as it once did. The railway management need to get across
to their staff that the way to sustain and improve  higher wages comes from
running more popular services. Serve people better and you have more money to
share with staff.

Productivity has stagnated all this century in the UK public sector, despite
huge sums spent on digital processing and despite the decline of in person
service. More and more highly paid managers paid well in excess of the Prime
 Minister have added to costs without adding to performance. Whenever a
service fails or lets us down Ministers are blamed and left answering the
unanswerable questions about what went wrong. There is no substitute for
Minister calling  in these expensive  CEO s and insisting on better plans to
recruit and motivate the right staff and start clearing backlogs.



Keeping the lights on when the wind
does not blow

I have been warning of the dangers of relying on renewables for our
electricity before there is sufficient battery storage, pump storage and
green hydrogen production to make energy available when there is no wind or
sun to power the grid.

Over the last year the government did listen. It has kept three coal power
stations and given them contracts for when we need that back up power. They
 have opened Rough to give us a bit more gas storage for cold windless days.
They have accepted that gas is an important transition fuel this decade,
often providing more than half our electricity as well as heating most homes
and energy intensive  industrial processes.

Yesterday renewables contributed a small single figure percentage of our
electricity as demand rose to combat dark and low temperatures. We needed the
fossil fuel back up. The government needs to encourage further back up
investment in pump storage and make sure we have sufficient gas burning
generators all the time we need them to keep sufficient power in the grid.

The system operator and regulator also need to review the capacity of the
grid and street cable system. We cannot keep adding new electrical  demands
to home and work without installing extra cables. Switching cars and heating
represents big increases in electricity needed which is way beyond present
cable capacity.

The difficulties of balancing a system with more and more interruptible power
allied to the lack of capacity to handle more Scottish wind energy should
lead to some new thinking. Energy policy  used to worry about security of
supply first, then price and green issues. There needs to be a stronger plan
for security. Imports are not a reliable answer as we have seen with the EU
gas problems and the shut down of many French nuclear plants.

Strikes and public sector management

There is discussion of a new law to limit the right to strike in key public
services, just as armed  service personnel agree not to strike when they join
up. If the government thinks such a law would be helpful they should have
used some of the underused Parliamentary time this November and December to
put one in. They  did not,  meaning such a law cannot now have an impact for
current rounds of Christmas and New Year strikes.

My view is Ministers need to engage more with the Chief Executives and senior
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officials who are meant to manage these  matters. Ministers direct, managers
manage. Ministers set policies. CEOs and senior officials implement them.
Ministers have made clear they want to stop the flow of illegal migrants
across the Channel. They have stated they want the health backlogs down. They
want  faster turnaround of  asylum claims, of passport renewals, of probate
filings and many more other admin processes connected to licences, taxes and
benefits.

They have in many cases authorised large increases in spending and given
approval to a major expansion of state employment since 2019. Now they must
ask where is all the money going? Why isnt there more service from the extra
people and cash?  When will their aims be met?

It looks as if the independent body and quango model lets us down badly. It
also is clear Ministers are having to involve themselves  much more in
running departments if they want  to get things done. I will write more about
the role of public sector well paid CEOs and why we do not  get better
results. All too often Ministers agree an aim only to discover a quango is
doing the opposite and makes it difficult for a Minister to get through a
desired change of policy.


